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This invention relates to an improved structural ar 
rangement‘fo‘r a tray and its supporting elements; More 
particularly the invention relates to a novel" interrelated 
construction for a tray, an extender plate and the mount 
ing means for said plate. 

In those arrangements where a tray must be‘ capable of 
being withdrawn to the extent of offering full access to the 
entire containing space of the tray' it is necessary to'pro 
vide a very substantial support between the cabinet frame 
and the extended tray. This is particularly important 
where the tray‘ contents are heavy,- such'as. in the case 
where metal address plates or the like‘ are to be stacked 
and stored in the tray. This support requirement has 
heretofore necessitated the provision of relatively heavy, 
complex and/or expensive apparatus. 
One object of the present invention is to provide an 

improved tray and cabinet arrangement which is simple 
and rugged in construction and reliable and e?icient in 
use. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an im 
proved tray and cabinet arrangement whereby a sheet 
metal type extender plate is formed so as to be slidably 
supported on the cabinet frame and‘ so as to slidably 
support an associated tray. 
Another object‘ of the invention is to provide an im 

proved tray and cabinet arrangement whereby a slidable 
sheet metal type extender platev is constructed so as to 
slidably support a tray and so as to permit the latter to 
be completely withdrawn from‘said plate. 

Other objects will become apparent as the disclosure 
progresses. 

In‘ the drawings: _ 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating the general 

nature, of the instant tray and cabinet arrangement. 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic type sectional side eleva 

tional view of the instant apparatus. 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary perspective viewillustrating 

the construction of the immediate supporting means‘ for 
an extender plate. , 

FIGS. 4, 5 and 6 are respectively end, perspective and 
side views of one of the extender plates. 
FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 are respectively perspective, side and 

inner end views of one of the trays. 
FIG. 10 is a transverse sectional view of the assembly 

of the tray, extender plate and the plate supporting means 
looking toward the front of the tray. , p 

, Referring to FIGS.’ 1 and 2 a’ cabinet generally indi 
cated by reference numeral 12 comprises an outer box 
like housing 13 having two rows of similar tray supporting 
columns that are secured to and said housing by" any 
suitable means. The outer or front row includes three 
uniformly spaced columns 14', 15‘ and 16, FIG. 1, while 
the inner or rearward column row includes three corre 
sponding uniformly spaced columns such as 17, FIG. 2, 
that are respectively operatively aligned withsaid' three 
front columns 14, 15 and 16. The‘ open sides of the 
U-shaped sectioned columns 14, 15 and 16‘ of the outer 
row face the open sides of the U-shaped columns such 
as 17 of the inner row. The cabinet housing and the 
columns are provided‘ with sets of projections or ears 20, 
FIG. 2; each set of four such projections slidably support 
ing a related extender plate and tray. In that the various 
projections are similar a detailed description of a pair 
thereof will suf‘?ce here. Referring to FIG. 3 two sup 
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porting‘ ears or projectionsv 20tran‘d 20b‘ which are made 
from plastic material such as nylon or the like are secured 
to opposite sides of column '14 by any" suitable fastening: 
means. Each ‘ear includes a horizontalupper‘surfa‘ce 22, 
a dovetail type shoulder 23, a- recessed portion 24 and a 
?at sided’ abutment or extension 25. For clarity in the 
drawings the opposed 'ears’2tla’ and 20b’ have been shown‘ 
as separate elements however they preferably comprise‘ av 
single member which extends through" suitable apertures 
formed in opposite sides of c0lumn'14 and which is 
secured thereto by any- suitable fastening means all as 
diagrammatically indicated by the‘ phantom lines 26 of 
FIG. 3. It will be understoodthat the various ears’20 
are mounted on the" columns and in the cabinet housing 
in cooperating coplanar sets of four so as’ to‘ affordv a 
slidable support means for the various respectively asso 
ciated trays marked A through L, FIG. 1. The outer ears 
for the outer column of' trays such as A—C and J—L are 
secured to the inner sides of the cabinet housing or to 
additional columns such as those at 14-17 that are fastened! 
to the sides of said housing.- > 

‘ An extender plate 30, FIG. 2, is slidably mounted on 
each of said;coop'erating sets of four ears 20,‘ and in that 
each plate 30' is similar in construction a detailed con 
sideration of one thereof will su?’ice here. Referring to 
FIGS. 4, S and 6'there is shown'a plate 30a which is 
formed from a generally rectangular piece of sheet metal, 
The horizontal body portion 31 of the plate is formed‘ 
with stiffening corrugations or ribs 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 
and‘ 38 which impart a substantial’longitudinal, transverse 
and torsional rigidity to the plate. The front and rear 
ward- ends of the plate are respectively formed with 
depending abutment ?anges Y40 and 41 while the longitudi 
nal side edges thereof are‘ formed with bentoff slide 
?anges 42 and 43. The outer sectional pro?les of the 
?anges 42, 43, which‘ are best illustrated in FIG. 4, corre 
spond with the outer pro?le of' the projections or ears 20,_ 
FIG. 2, whereby the extender‘ plate 30a is capable of 
slidably engaging and being supported by a set of said 
ears 20 as illustrated in the assembly drawing ofFIG. 10. 
An outer portion of the length of each longitudinal ?ange 

42 and 43 is cut ‘away as ‘is respectively indicated at and 45, FIG. 5, thereby. defining a pair of‘ lateral abut 

ment shoulders 46 and~47 on opposite sides of the plate 
front. _ 

A work holder tray is adapted to be‘ slidably‘ mounted 
on each extender plate 30, and in thatthe various trays 
A-L, FIG.‘1,_ are similar a detailed description of the 
one thereof will suf?ce here. 

sheet'metal front; bottomand rear end walls 50, 51 and 
52 respectively and two side walls 53 and 54. Along the’ 
two junctions of the side and bottom walls there are 
formed angular bent off shoulders 55 and 56 as is best 
seen. in FIG. 9. The outer transverse pro?le of the‘ in: 
dented shoulders 55 and-56 correspond to the inner trans 
verse‘ pro?le of the ?anges 42 and 43 formed on the 
associated extender plate 3.0a so as to thereby permit said 
extender plate to receive and slidably support saiditray' 
as illustrated by the sectional assembly view of 'FIG. 10. 
At the rearward ends of shoulders 55 and 56 the bottomv 
51 of the tray is formed with tapered edges 57 and58 
respectively, FIG. 7, so as to facilitate the‘ initial sliding 
or assembly of the tray on the outer end of the extender 
plate. Abutment lugs 60, 61 are ?xed to the lower hori 
zotnal surfaces 55a, 56a of the shoulders 55, 56'respec 
tively, these lugs extending only a short distance below 
said lower-surfaces. As is best seen in FIG. 8 the front 
side of each lug is vertically ?at and thus presents an 
abutment shoulder while the opposed- rearward side there 
of is tapered for purposes which will become apparent. 

7 Referring to FIGS. _7, 8‘ 
and 9 the tray E comprises a box-like structure having. 
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A sheet metal type handle 60a is a?ixed to the front wall 
of the tray, the lower portion thereof, FIG; 8, extending 
through a suitable slot formed in the tray from wall 50 
so that an intermediate portion 61a of said handle may 
be spot welded or otherwise secured to the adjacent 
rear surface of said wall 50. The upper portion 62 of 
the handle extends parallel to but spaced from the adja 
cent inner surface of wall 50 so as to be capable 'of re 
ceiving and supporting an indicator card which is visible 
through a suitable aperture 63, FIG. 7, formed in the 
front Wall of the tray. ' ‘ 

, In FIG. 10 there is shown a transverse sectional view 
of the various parts‘in their assembled condition. The 
extender plate 36a is slidably mounted on a related co 
planar of four dovetail type projections 20. The outer 
limit of movement of the plate relative to the cabinet is 
determined by the engagement of the rear depending 
plate ?ange 41 with the abutment shoulders 25 of those 
projections 20 mounted on the related inner columns, 
such as 17, FIG. 2; while the inner limit of movement 
thereof is determined by engagement of the front depend 
ing plate ?ange 40 with the abutment shoulders 25 of the 
projections 20 mounted on the outer columns 14 and 15. 
The tray E is slidably mounted on the extender plate 30a, 
the depending tray lugs 60 and 61 extending into the cut 
away portions 44, 45 respectively of the plate ?anges. 
The inner limit of movement of the tray relative to the 
extender plate is determined by the engagement of the 
rear side of the front tray wall 50 with the adjacent outer 
end of the plate 30a, while the outer limit of movement 
thereof is determined by engagement of the ?at front 
sides of the two depending tray lugs 60 and 61 with the 
lateral abutment shoulders 46 and 47 formed on the plate. 
".By the arrangement described above the individual 
tray-s may each be withdrawn far enough to afford com 
plete access to the contents of each tray while still be 
ing rigidly supported by an associated extender late. 
If it is desired to completely remove the tray from the 
cabinet the outer end of the withdrawn tray may be lifted 
so that the lower ends of the depending tray lugs 60, 61 
are respectively located above the associated plate shoul 
ders 46 and 47 thereby leaving the tray free to be 
slidably removed from the outer end of the extender 
plate. This lifting of the outer end of the tray relative 
to the extender plate is made possible by providing a 
somewhat loose sliding engagement between the tray and 
plate. When it is desired to remount the removed tray 
latter is threaded back on the related extender plate as 
facilated by the tapered edges, 57, 58 of the tray bottom 
Wall 50, the tapered rear side of the tray lugs 60, 61 
facilitating the subsequent engaging and running of the 
tray back onto said plate so that the lugs are again dis 
posed in said cutaway portions 44 and 45 of the plate 
?anges. 
As may be seen from the diagrammatic view of FIG. 2 

the various trays 30 may be slidably moved from a nor 
mal closed position as shown for tray F to a fully with! 
drawn position as shown for tray D. In this position of 
tray D the entire contents of the tray are readily accessible. 
Furthermore from this fully withdrawn position, tray 
D may either be closed or completely removed from the 
associated extender plate 30 as above described thereby 
permitting the tray and contents to be transported as a 
unit to'a remove point whereafter the traymay be readily 
reassembled in the cabinet. The above described ap 
paratus has been found to afford a very simple rugged 
type of tray and cabinet arrangement which is relatively 
inexpensive to construct and maintain. If desired the 
cabinet housing may be provided with a slidable and/or 
swingabl'e front cover or door which is capable of remove 
ablyrcovering the front of the various trays. ' 

Since many changes could be made in the embodiment 
of the invention as particularly described and shown 
herein without departing from the scope of the inven 
t-ion, is .intended that this embodimentrbe “considered, 
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4 
as exemplary and that the invention not be limited except 
as warranted by ‘the following claims. ‘ l i " 

What is claimed is: 
1. A tray and cabinet arrangement: comprising 
a frame; 
said frame including a plurality of vertical tray sup 

porting columns; 
a set of projections respectively secured to said columns; 
said projections each having an upper substantially 

horizontal bearing surface, an undercut portion and 
an abutment surface formed'ther'eom' 

a one-piece extender'plate having bent off shoulders 
formed along the length of the side edges thereof, 
said shoulders each having an outer surface con 
?guration corresponding to that for said projections 
and including a substantially horizontal elongated 
bearing ?ange which is disposed above the body por 
tion of said plate, the lower surface of said ?ange 
engaging the upper bearing surface of the related 
projection whereby said set of projections may slid 
ably support said extender plate; 

said extender plate also having an abutment formed 
on the inner end thereof for cooperation with the 
abutment surfaces on said plate-supporting projec 
tions so as to limit the outward movement of said 
plate relative to said frame; " 

a tray adapted to be mounted on said extender plate, 
said tray having indented longitudinal shoulders 
formed along the lower side edges thereof so as to 
correspond in shape to the con?guration of said bent 
off shoulders formed on said extender plate, said tray 
shoulders having substantially horizontal bearing sur 
faces which respectively engage the upper surfaces 
of said plate ?anges whereby said tray is slidably 
supported by said extender plate; and 

abutment means formed on said tray for cooperation 
‘ with said extender plate for releasably limiting the 
outward movement of said tray relative to said ex 
tender plate. " 

2. A tray and cabinet arrangement: comprising ' 
v a frame; ' 

said frame including a plurality of vertically disposed 
tray supporting columns; 

a plurality of related sets of projections secured to said 
columns; 

each projection having an upper projecting dovetail 
portion and a lower projecting abutment portion 
formed thereon; 

an extender plate slidably mounted on each related set 
of said projections, said plate being of one-piece con 
struction and extending between the related columns 
of said frame; 

saidjextender plate having elongated bent oif ?anges 
formed along the lengths of the sides thereof, the 

' respective lower sides of said ?anges slidably engag 
' , ,ing the upper bearing surfaces of said dovetail por 

tions of the related projections; 
saidplate being formed with a ?rst depending abut 

, ment that is adapted to engage the lower-projecting 
. portion of at least one of said projections, said plate 
side ?anges also respectively being formed with a 

_ pair of horizontally extending shoulder abutments; 
~ 2. tray slidably mounted on each of said extender plates, 

said tray having indented dovetail type shoulders 
‘formed along the lengths of the lower side edges 
thereof, said tray shoulders each having a substan 
tially ‘horizontal bearing surface which slidably en 
gages the’ ‘upper bearing surface of the‘ associated 
extender plate side ?anges; and 

a pair of depending lugs secured to each tray and 
adapted to respectively engage said shoulder abut 
ments and to limit the outward movement of said 
tray relative to said plate, there being su?icient ver 
tical play between said tray and extender plate so 

_ as to permit the tray to be lifted so that said lugs 
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may be disengaged from said shoulders abutments 
and the tray completely removed from said extender 
plate. 
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